
 

If you’re the type of person who cares about SEO or readability metrics, then you’ve likely invested in an SEO extension for
Google Docs. Whether it’s Yoast, Moz, or another brand-name helper, Google Docs does not have any built-in means of
analyzing the content within your document. This leaves bloggers and writers to either do their own manual analysis which takes
a lot of time and skill to do correctly, use a third-party service like WordCounter which adds tags that can cause formatting
issues in your document when exported from Google Docs, or use Google Doc’s built-in Track Changes feature to analyze the
content themselves. There are many free Google Docs extensions that can analyze your content. For readability, there are some
good tools out there, but the standards are still new. As a result of this gap in quality, I have created a list of my favorite SEO-
friendly extensions for Google DOCS. Before I get into the list, let’s revisit what SEO is and how it applies to your blog or
website. SEO is all about optimizing content on your website to ensure that Google’s search engine bots are able to crawl your
site more easily without getting stuck on page load speed or errors in formatting or structure. The best way to optimize your
content is through the use of well-written and in-depth content that answers the top three questions that Google and other search
engines ask: What is in my blog post? Where does it go? Where should I publish it? If you’re looking for answers to these
questions, then these free SEO extensions for Google Docs are sure to help. Free SEO Extension for Google Docs – Yoast SEO
The first free extension on our list is by none other than Yoast. This extension allows you to integrate Yoast's WordPress plugin
into Google Docs. The extension has most of the same features as the WordPress plugin, including keywords analysis, title
optimization, and content analysis.  This extension also allows you to review your content within Google Docs before you
publish through a clean interface. The best part about this extension is that it's the only one on this list that doesn't have any
formatting issues when exporting from Google Docs. Free SEO Extension for Google Docs – LXBN LXBN is a fairly new
extension with a clean design for your Google Docs writing experience. LXBN’s features include real-time readability analysis,
keyword optimization suggestions, and advanced grammar suggestions. LXBN also features a split-screen mode for content
analysis within Google Docs. This feature alone is useful as it allows you to see how content would be read on mobile, small
screens, and overall. Free SEO Extension for Google Docs – WordCounter WordCounter is a free extension that has been
around for roughly over a year now. WordCounter was originally only available through the WordCounter plugin, but now the
extension is finally included in their online dashboard. WordCounter is also one of the most popular extensions out there since
it's very easy to use and doesn't have any formatting issues when exporting from Google Docs.
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